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Introduction
In the minimal model program, singularities are measured in terms of log discrepan-
cies. The log discrepancy is attached to each divisor on an extraction of the singular-
ity, and their infimum is called the minimal log discrepancy. Recently, de Fernex, Ein
and Mustat¸a˘ in [3] after Kolla´r in [13] proved the ideal-adic semi-continuity of log
canonicity effectively to obtain Shokurov’s ACC conjecture [20] for log canonical
thresholds on l.c.i. varieties. This paper discusses its generalisation to minimal log
discrepancies, proposed by Mustat¸a˘.
Conjecture (Mustat¸a˘) Let (X ,∆) be a pair, Z a closed subset of X and IZ its ideal
sheaf. Let a be an ideal sheaf and r a positive real number. Then there exists an




mldZ(X ,∆ ,ar) = mldZ(X ,∆ ,br).
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The mld above denotes the minimal log discrepancy. Mustat¸a˘ observed that an
effective form of the conjecture implies the ACC for minimal log discrepancies on a
fixed germ by the argument of generic limits of ideals.
The conjecture is not difficult to prove in the Kawamata log terminal case, stated
in Theorem 1.6. It is however inevitable to deal with log canonical singularities in
the study of limits. As its first extension, we treat a purely log terminal triple (X ,F +
∆ ,ar) with a Cartier divisor F and control the minimal log discrepancy of (X ,G+
∆ ,br) for G,b close to F,a. Our main theorem compares minimal log discrepancies
on F,G rather than those on X . We adopt the weaker condition a ≈l b defined by
an+I nlZ = b
n+I nlZ for some n.
Theorem (full form in Theorem 1.9) Let (X ,∆), Z, a and r be as in Conjecture.
Let F be a reduced Cartier divisor such that (X ,F +∆ ,ar) is plt about Z. Then there
exists an integer l such that the following holds: if an effective Cartier divisor G and
an ideal sheaf b satisfy OX (−F)≈l OX (−G) and a≈l b, then G is reduced about Z
and with the normalisation ν : Gν → G,
mldF∩Z(F,∆F ,arOF) = mldν−1(G∩Z)(G
ν ,∆Gν ,brOGν ).
The theorem can be regarded as an extension to the case when a variety as well
as a boundary deforms, so it might provide a perspective in the study of the be-
haviour of minimal log discrepancies under deformations. It should be related to
Shokurov’s reduction [21] of the termination of flips. The equality mldZ(X ,F +
∆ ,ar) = mldZ(X ,G+ ∆ ,br) is recovered if the precise inversion of adjunction in
[14] holds on X such as l.c.i. varieties in [7], [8].
We prove the theorem by using motivic integration due to Kontsevich in [16] and
Denef and Loeser in [6]. Take a divisor E on an extraction of X whose restriction
computes the minimal log discrepancy on G. By the plt assumption, the order of
(the inverse image of) the Jacobian J ′G of G along E should be small in contrast to
those of F,G, hence it coincides with that of the Jacobian J ′F of F . This provides
further the equality of the orders of the ideal sheaves Jr,F ,Jr,G, and we derive the
theorem by the descriptions of minimal log discrepancies involving Jr,F ,Jr,G by
Ein, Mustat¸a˘ and Yasuda in [8].
We work over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero throughout.
Z>0,Z≥0,R>0,R≥0 denote the sets of positive/non-negative integers/real numbers.
1 The I -adic semi-continuity problem
In this section we discuss general aspects of Mustat¸a˘’sI -adic semi-continuity prob-
lem for minimal log discrepancies.
For the study of limits, we formulate the notion of R-ideal sheaves by extending
that of Q-ideal sheaves in [11, Section 2]. Usual ideal sheaves are assumed to be
quasi-coherent. On a scheme X we let RX denote the free semi-group generated by
the family IX of all ideal sheaves on X , with coefficients in the semi-group R≥0. An
element of RX is written multiplicatively as a
r1
1 · · ·arkk with ai ∈ IX ,ri ∈R≥0. We say
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ObX ·0b
′
in RX with ai j,bik ∈ IX , ri,a,a′,b,b′ ∈R≥0, mi j,nik ∈ Z≥0, such that∏ j ami ji j
equals ∏k b
nik
ik as ideal sheaves for each i, or a
′,b′ > 0. We say that a,b ∈ RX are
equivalent if there exist c0, . . . ,ci ∈ RX with c0 = a,ci = b such that each c j−1 is
adhered to c j.
Definition 1.1 An R-ideal sheaf on X is an equivalence class of the above relation
in RX .
We let IRX denote the family of R-ideal sheaves on X . By an expression of a ∈ IRX
we mean an element ar11 · · ·arkk ∈RX with ai ∈ IX ,ri ∈ R>0 in the class of a.
Remark 1.1.1 While in some places in the literature one defines an R-ideal sheaf
as an element of RX , we define it as an element of IRX , from the viewpoint that for
a,b∈ IX , one should identify for example the product of a
√
2+1,b and that of a
√
2,ab,
which remain different in RX .
One can extend the notion of orders to R-ideal sheaves. Recall that for an ideal
sheaf a on a scheme X , and for a prime divisor E on a normal variety X ′ equipped with
a morphism X ′ → X , one can define the order of a along E by taking that of aOX ′ .
Mostly we work on a normal variety X and consider an extraction of X , which is by
definition a normal variety X ′ equipped with a proper birational morphism X ′→ X .
A divisor on an extraction of X is called a divisor over X .
Remark 1.1.2 Two ideal sheaves on a normal variety X have the same order along
every divisor over X if and only if they have the same integral closure. This gives
an equivalence relation in IX . However, we will not pursue this, because the relation
does not seem to be compatible with the notion of I -adic topology.
One can also extend the notion of resolutions to R-ideal sheaves.
Lemma-Definition 1.2 Let fr11 · · · frkk , gsl1 · · ·gsll be two expressions of the same R-
ideal sheaf a on a variety X. Suppose that for every i, we have fi = OX (−Fi) for a
Cartier divisor Fi. Then g j = OX (−G j) for some Cartier divisor G j, and ∑i riFi =
∑ j s jG j. Such a is called a locally principal R-ideal sheaf. In particular, the notion
of resolutions of R-ideal sheaves makes sense.
Proof It suffices to prove that if a1,a2 are non-zero ideals on a local domain R such
that a1a2 is principal, then so are a1,a2. Set a1a2 = ( f ) with f ∈ R \ {0}. Then one
can write f =∑ j f1 j f2 j and f1 j f2 j = c j f with fi j ∈ ai, c j ∈R. Thus 1=∑ j c j, so there
exists j such that c j is a unit, that is, ( f1 j f2 j) = ( f ). In this case a1 = ( f1 j), a2 = ( f2 j).
Indeed, if u ∈ a1, then u f2 j ∈ a1a2 = ( f ) = ( f1 j f2 j), whence u f2 j = c f1 j f2 j for some
c ∈ R, that is, u = c f1 j. q.e.d.
We introduce the notion of I -adic topology for R-ideal sheaves.
Definition 1.3 Fix a closed subscheme Z of a scheme X and let IZ denote its ideal
sheaf.
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(i) For a,b ∈ IX and l ∈ Z≥0, we write a≡l b if
a+I lZ = b+I
l
Z .
(ii) For a,b ∈ IX and l ∈R, we write a≈l b if there exist m ∈ Z≥0,n ∈ Z>0 such that
an ≡m bn, m/n≥ l.
(iii) For a,b ∈ IRX and l ∈ R, we write a∼l b if there exist expressions a= ar11 · · ·arkk ,
b= br11 · · ·brkk such that for each i
ai ≈l/ri bi.
Remark 1.3.1 One may replace the condition ai ≈l/ri bi in (iii) above with ai ≡li bi,
li ≥ l/ri.
Remark 1.3.2 From the point of view of orders in Remark 1.1.2, one can consider a
relation∼′l in IRX for a normal variety X , by setting a∼′l b if min{ordE a, l ordEIZ}=
min{ordE b, l ordEIZ} for all divisors E over X . This condition is weaker than that
of (iii) above, but Lemma 2.5(i) does not seem to work with ∼′l .
The following basic fact will be used repeatedly.
Remark 1.3.3 If a ∼l b and l ordEIZ > ordE a along a divisor E on X ′ with X ′ →
X, then ordE a = ordE b. This follows from the inequality ordE ai ≤ r−1i ordE a <
r−1i l ordEIZ ≤ ordEI liZ in the context ai+I liZ = bi+I liZ of Remark 1.3.1.
We recall the theory of singularities in the minimal model program. A pair (X ,∆)
consists of a normal variety X and a boundary ∆ , that is, an effective R-divisor such
that KX +∆ is an R-Cartier R-divisor. We treat a triple (X ,∆ ,a) by attaching an R-
ideal sheaf a. For a prime divisor E on an extraction ϕ : X ′→ X , its log discrepancy
is
aE(X ,∆ ,a) := 1+ordE(KX ′ −ϕ∗(KX +∆))−ordE a.
The image ϕ(E) is called the centre of E on X . The triple (X ,∆ ,a) is said to be log
canonical (lc), purely log terminal (plt), Kawamata log terminal (klt) respectively if
aE(X ,∆ ,a) ≥ 0 (∀E), > 0 (∀exceptional E), > 0 (∀E). For a closed subset Z of X ,
the minimal log discrepancy
mldZ(X ,∆ ,a)
over Z is the infimum of aE(X ,∆ ,a) for all E with centre in Z. It is either a non-
negative real number or −∞. The log canonicity of (X ,∆ ,a) about Z is equivalent to
mldZ(X ,∆ ,a)≥ 0. See [12, Section 1], [15] for details.
De Fernex, Ein and Mustat¸a˘ in [3] after Kolla´r in [13] proved the I -adic semi-
continuity of log canonicity effectively to obtain with [5] the ACC for log canonical
thresholds on l.c.i. varieties. We state its direct extension to the case with boundaries
here.
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Theorem 1.4 ([3, Theorem 1.4]) Let (X ,∆) be a pair and Z a closed subset of X.
Let a be an R-ideal sheaf such that
mldZ(X ,∆ ,a) = 0.
Then there exists a real number l such that the following holds: if an R-ideal sheaf b
satisfies a∼l b, then
mldZ(X ,∆ ,b) = 0.
Remark 1.4.1 The l is given effectively in terms of a divisor E with centre in Z such
that aE(X ,∆ ,a) = 0. One may take an arbitrary l such that l ordEIZ > ordE a by [3,
Theorem 1.4] and Remark 1.3.3.
We will consider its generalisation to minimal log discrepancies, proposed by
Mustat¸a˘.
Conjecture 1.5 (Mustat¸a˘) Let (X ,∆) be a pair and Z a closed subset of X. Let a be
an R-ideal sheaf. Then there exists a real number l such that the following holds: if
an R-ideal sheaf b satisfies a∼l b, then
mldZ(X ,∆ ,a) = mldZ(X ,∆ ,b).
This conjecture is related to Shokurov’s ACC conjecture [18], [20, Conjecture
4.2] for minimal log discrepancies. In fact, Conjecture 1.5 has originated in Mustat¸a˘’s
following observation parallel to [3], [4] by generic limits of ideals.
Remark 1.5.1 (Mustat¸a˘) If Conjecture 1.5 holds effectively, then for a klt singular-
ity x ∈ X and a set R of positive real numbers which satisfies the descending chain
condition, the set
{mldx(X ,ar11 · · ·arkk ) | ai ∈ IX ,ri ∈ R}
satisfies the ascending chain condition.
We shall sketch the strategy, but it is still an observation since we do not know
the correct formulation of the effective version of Conjecture 1.5.
We want the stability of an arbitrary non-decreasing sequence of elements ci =
mldx(X ,a
ri1
i1 · · ·a
riki
iki
) ≥ 0. We may assume that each ai j is non-trivial at x, then for a
fixed divisor F with centre x, we have ∑ j ri j ≤ ∑ j ri j ordF ai j ≤ aF(X). R has a min-
imum r, whence ki ≤ r−1aF(X). Thus by passing to a subsequence, we may assume
the constancy k = ki. We may further assume that {ri j}i is a non-decreasing sequence
for each j. Then {ri j}i has a limit r j by ri j ≤ aF(X).
Take generic limits a j of ai j following [3, Section 4], [4, Section 3], [13]. We
have a j on X = Spec ̂OX ,x⊗k K with an extension K of the ground field k. Set c :=
mldo(X ,a
r1
1 · · ·arkk ) with o = x×X X . Fix an integer l and a divisor E overX with
centre o such that
c = mldo(X ,(a1+mlOX )r1 · · ·(ak +mlOX )rk)
= aE (X ,(a1+mlOX )r1 · · ·(ak +mlOX )rk),
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where m is the maximal ideal sheaf of x ∈ X . By the same argument as in [3, Propo-
sition 4.4], [4, Proposition 3.3], taking large l, we have for infinitely many i,
c = mldx(X ,(ai1+ml)r1 · · ·(aik +ml)rk) = aEi(X ,(ai1+ml)r1 · · ·(aik +ml)rk),
ordE a j = ordE (a j +mlOX ) = ordEi(ai j +m
l) = ordEi ai j,
with a suitable divisor Ei over X with centre x.
Now we suppose an effective form of Conjecture 1.5 which guarantees the ex-
istence of l such that mldx(X ,(ai1 +ml)r1 · · ·(aik +ml)rk) = mldx(X ,ar1i1 · · ·arkik ) for
infinitely many i above. Then
c≤ ci ≤ aEi(X ,ari1i1 · · ·arikik ) = c+∑
j
(r j− ri j)ordE a j,
and the right-hand side converges to c. Thus ci = c.
We expect an effective form of Conjecture 1.5, but the naive generalisation of
Remark 1.4.1 never holds.
Remark-Example 1.5.2 Set X = A2 with coordinates x,y and a = (x2 + y3)OX , b =
x2OX . The pair (X ,a2/3) has minimal log discrepancy 2/3 = aE(X ,a2/3) over the
origin o, computed by the divisor E obtained by the blow-up at o. We have a+I 3o =
b+I 3o and ordE a= 2 < 3, but (X ,b
2/3) is not log canonical.
We provide a few reductions of the conjecture.
Remark 1.5.3 One inequality mldZ(X ,∆ ,a)≥mldZ(X ,∆ ,b) is obvious. Indeed, take
a divisor E with centre in Z such that aE(X ,∆ ,a) = mldZ(X ,∆ ,a), or negative in the
non-lc case. Any l such that l ordEIZ > ordE a will work by Remark 1.3.3.
Remark 1.5.4 Conjecture 1.5 is reduced to the case when X is affine and has Q-
factorial terminal singularities, ∆ is zero and Z is irreducible. Indeed, by [2] one
can construct an extraction ϕ : X ′ → X such that X ′ has Q-factorial terminal singu-
larities with effective ∆ ′ defined by KX ′ +∆ ′ = ϕ∗(KX +∆). Then mldZ(X ,∆ ,a) =
mldϕ−1(Z)(X
′,∆ ′,aOX ′), so the conjecture is reduced to that on X ′. We may further
assume ∆ = 0 by forcing a to absorb ∆ . It is permissible to reduce to the affine case
with irreducible Z by the property mldZ(X ,∆ ,a) = mini, j{mldZ j∩Ui(Ui,∆ |Ui ,a|Ui)}
for a covering
⋃
i Ui of X and a decomposition
⋃
j Z j of Z.
Remark 1.5.5 Mostly, we need just a weaker form of Conjecture 1.5 in which an
expression ar11 · · ·arkk of a is fixed and only those b = br1/n11 · · ·brk/nkk with anii ≡li bi,
li ≥ lni/ri are considered. This is reduced to the case when ai,bi are locally principal
R-ideal sheaves. Indeed, first we reduce to the affine case by Remark 1.5.4, then after
replacing arii with the s-uple of a
ri/s
i for some s, we may assume that mldZ(X ,∆ ,a)
equals mldZ(X ,∆ , f) for some f =∏i( fiOX )ri with fi ∈ ai as in the argument in [17,
Proposition 9.2.26]. By anii ≡li bi one can write f nii = gi + hi with gi ∈ bi, hi ∈ I liZ ,
so f nii OX ≡li giOX . For g=∏i(giOX )ri/ni the weaker conjecture for locally principal
R-ideal sheaves provides
mldZ(X ,∆ ,a) = mldZ(X ,∆ , f) = mldZ(X ,∆ ,g)≤mldZ(X ,∆ ,b),
and we have the equality by Remark 1.5.3.
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In the klt case, it is not difficult to prove our conjecture.
Theorem 1.6 Conjecture 1.5 holds for a klt triple (X ,∆ ,a).
Proof By Remark 1.5.3, it suffices to prove mldZ(X ,∆ ,a) ≤ mldZ(X ,∆ ,b). Since
(X ,∆ ,a) is klt, we can fix t, t ′ > 0 such that mldZ(X ,∆ ,a1+tI t
′
Z ) = 0. Then by The-
orem 1.4 there exists
l ≥ t−1 mldZ(X ,∆ ,a)
such that a ∼l b implies mldZ(X ,∆ ,b1+tI t ′Z ) = 0. Thus every divisor E with centre
in Z satisfies
aE(X ,∆ ,b)> t ordE b.
Suppose aE(X ,∆ ,a) 6= aE(X ,∆ ,b), equivalently ordE a 6= ordE b. Then by Remark
1.3.3,
ordE b≥ l ordEIZ ≥ l.
The above three inequalities give aE(X ,∆ ,b) > mldZ(X ,∆ ,a), which completes the
theorem. q.e.d.
Even if we start with klt singularities, it is inevitable to deal with log canonical
singularities in the study of limits of them.
Example 1.7 Set X = A2 with coordinates x,y and an = x(x+ yn)OX . The limit of
these an is a∞ = x2OX , so the limit of klt pairs (X ,a
1/2




It is standard to reduce to lower dimensions by the restriction of pairs to subvari-
eties. For a pair (X ,G+∆) such that G is a reduced divisor which has no component
in the support of effective ∆ , one can construct the different ∆Gν on the normalisa-
tion ν : Gν → G as in [14, Chapter 16], [19, §3]. It is a boundary which satisfies the
equality KGν +∆Gν = ν∗((KX +G+∆)|G).
As the first extension of Theorem 1.6, we study the plt case in which the boundary
involves a Cartier divisor F . Let F be a Cartier divisor on a triple (X ,∆ ,a) such that
(X ,F +∆ ,a) is plt. Then F is normal by the connectedness lemma [14, Theorem
17.4], [19, 5.7], and the induced triple (F,∆F ,aOF) is klt. In this setting, we control
mldZ(X ,G+∆ ,b) for G,b close to F,a. We adopt the notation
F ∼l G
for the condition OX (−F) ∼l OX (−G), and (F,a) ∼l (G,b) for F ∼l G, a ∼l b. We
compare minimal log discrepancies on F,G rather than those on X , so G should be a
divisor of the following type.
Definition 1.8 A transversal divisor on a triple (X ,∆ ,b) is a reduced Cartier divisor
which has no component in the support of ∆ or the zero locus of b.
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For example, an effective Cartier divisor G is transversal if (X ,G+∆ ,b) is log
canonical.
We state our theorem in the plt case, which will be proved in Section 2.
Theorem 1.9 Let (X ,∆) be a pair and Z a closed subset of X. Let F be a reduced
Cartier divisor and a an R-ideal sheaf such that (X ,F +∆ ,a) is plt about Z. Then
there exists a real number l such that the following holds: if an effective Cartier
divisor G and an R-ideal sheaf b satisfy (F,a) ∼l (G,b), then G is transversal on
(X ,∆ ,b) about Z and
mldF∩Z(F,∆F ,aOF) = mldν−1(G∩Z)(G
ν ,∆Gν ,bOGν ).
Theorem 1.9 compares minimal log discrepancies on different varieties, so it
might provide a perspective in the study of the behaviour of these invariants under
deformations. One can interpret it as an extension of Theorem 1.6 to the case when
a variety as well as a boundary deforms. Theorem 1.9 can be related with Conjecture
1.5 via the precise inversion of adjunction in [14, Chapter 17].
Conjecture 1.10 (precise inversion of adjunction) Let (X ,G+∆) be a pair such
that G is a reduced divisor which has no component in the support of effective ∆ , and
Z a closed subset of G. Let ∆Gν be the different on the normalisation ν : Gν → G.
Then
mldZ(X ,G+∆) = mldν−1(Z)(G,∆Gν ).
The equality of minimal log discrepancies on X follows if the precise inversion
of adjunction holds on X , such as l.c.i. varieties in [7], [8].
Corollary 1.11 Let (X ,∆ ,a), Z and F be as in Theorem 1.9. Suppose that the precise
inversion of adjunction holds on X. Then there exists a real number l such that the
following holds: if effective Cartier divisors Gi and anR-ideal sheaf b satisfy F ∼l Gi,
a∼l b, then for G = ∑i giGi with 1 = ∑i gi, gi ∈ R≥0,
mldZ(X ,F +∆ ,a) = mldZ(X ,G+∆ ,b).
The proof uses the result of Lemma 2.2 that F ∼l G for large l implies F ∩Z =
G∩Z. However we believe that it is best to give the proof here.
Proof By Remark 1.5.3, we want mldZ(X ,F + ∆ ,a) ≤ mldZ(X ,G+ ∆ ,b). Since
mldZ(X ,G+∆ ,b) ≥ ∑i gi mldZ(X ,Gi +∆ ,b) by KX +G+∆ = ∑i gi(KX +Gi +∆),
we are reduced to the case with one Cartier divisor G. We may assume Z ⊂ F by
Theorem 1.6, and Z ⊂ G by the mentioned result of Lemma 2.2. Then the statement
follows from Theorem 1.9. Note that the precise inversion of adjunction for triples is
reduced to that for pairs. q.e.d.
We close this section with one observation related to Conjecture 1.5.
Proposition 1.12 Let (X ,∆) be a pair and Z a closed subset of X. Let a be an R-
ideal sheaf. Then there exist real numbers l and 0 < t ≤ 1 such that the following
holds: if an R-ideal sheaf b satisfies a∼l b, then
mldZ(X ,∆ ,a) = mldZ(X ,∆ ,a1−tbt).
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Proof By Remark 1.5.3, it suffices to prove mldZ(X ,∆ ,a)≤mldZ(X ,∆ ,a1−tbt). We
may assume the log canonicity of (X ,∆ ,a). Fix a log resolution ϕ : X ′ → X of
(X ,∆ ,aIZ) and set KX ′ +∆ ′ := ϕ∗(KX +∆). Let A denote the effective R-divisor
on X ′ defined by the locally principal R-ideal sheaf aOX ′ , and S the reduced divisor
whose support is the union of the exceptional locus, Supp∆ ′ and SuppA. We take
0 < t ≤ 1 such that tA ≤ S. By Theorem 1.4 we have l such that a ∼l b implies the
log canonicity of (X ′,S− tA,btOX ′). In particular, for a divisor E on an extraction
ψ : Y → X ′ with (ϕ ◦ψ)(E)⊂ Z,
aE(X ,∆ ,a1−tbt) = aE(X ′,(1− t)A,btOX ′)−ordE ∆ ′
= aE(X ′,S− tA,btOX ′)+ordE(S−A−∆ ′)
≥ ordE(S−A−∆ ′).
S−A−∆ ′ = K′X + S− (ϕ∗(KX +∆)+A) ≥ 0, and if we take a divisor F such that
ψ(E)⊂ F ⊂ ϕ−1(Z), then
ordE(S−A−∆ ′)≥ ordF(S−A−∆ ′) = aF(X ,∆ ,a).
These two inequalities prove the proposition. q.e.d.
2 The purely log terminal case
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 1.9; see Lemmata 2.4 and 2.9.
As (X ,∆) is klt, by [2] there exists a Q-factorialisation ϕ : X ′ → X , that is, an
extraction with X ′ Q-factorial which is isomorphic in codimension one. Then as in
Remark 1.5.4 we can reduce the theorem to that on X ′, and hence we may assume
that X is Q-factorial and ∆ = 0. We shall discuss on the germ at a closed point of X .
We shall define some ideal sheaves for the theory of motivic integration. Let d
denote the dimension of X . We fix a positive integer r such that rKX is a Cartier di-
visor. We extend the construction in [11, Section 2] to transversal divisors. A general
l.c.i. subscheme Y of dimension d of a smooth ambient space A which contains X is
the union
Y = X ∪CY (1)
of X and another variety CY by Bertini’s theorem. The subscheme DY :=CY |X of X is
defined by the conductor ideal sheaf CX/Y :=H omOY (OX ,OY ), and is a divisor such
that OX (rKX ) = OX (−rDY )ω⊗rY . The summation D ′X := ∑Y CX/Y over all general Y
is called the l.c.i. defect ideal sheaf of X , which one can define for reduced schemes
of pure dimension. We also consider the summation Dr,X := ∑Y OX (−rDY ). For a
reduced Cartier divisor G on X , the above Y = X ∪CY has a Cartier divisor YG =
G∪CY |YG . Indeed, by taking a general hypersurface H in A such that X ∩H = G, we






and we have OX (r(KX +G))OG = OX (−rDY )OG ·ω⊗rYG .
Let J ′G be the Jacobian ideal sheaf of G, and Jr,G the image of the natural
map (Ω d−1G )
⊗r ⊗OX (−r(KX +G))→ OG. Let J˜ ′G,J˜r,G be the inverse images of
J ′G,Jr,G respectively by the natural map OX →OG. The argument in [11] provides
the equality ∑YJ ′YG
rOG =Jr,G ·Dr,XOG similar to [11, (2.4)], where J ′YG is the
Jacobian of YG. The left-hand side is nothing but J ′G
r. In order to see this, set local
coordinates x1, . . . ,xk of A, denote byIX ,IY the ideal sheaves of X ,Y on A, and take
f1, . . . , fc ∈ OA, c = k− d + 1, such that f1|X defines G and f2, . . . , fc generate IY .
Then for arbitrary g2, . . . ,gc ∈ IX and general t2, . . . , tc ∈ k, the subscheme defined
by fi + tigi, 2 ≤ i ≤ c, is an l.c.i. Y ′ which has a decomposition X ∪CY ′ as in (1).
Thus with g1 := f1 and t1 ∈ k, the r-th powers of determinants of c× c minors of
the matrix (∂ ( fi + tigi)/∂x j)i j|G are contained in ∑YJ ′YG
rOG, whence so are those
of (∂gi/∂x j)i j|G. This means ∑YJ ′YG
rOG = ∑ j∈J ′G j
rOG, and the right-hand side
equalsJ ′G





r +OX (−G) = J˜r,G ·Dr,X +OX (−G). (3)
We set
c := mldF∩Z(F,aOF).





Z ) = 0.
We fix a log resolution ϕ¯ : X¯ → X of (X ,F,aIZJ˜ ′FJ˜r,FD ′XDr,X ). Let F¯ be the
strict transform of F . By blowing up X¯ further, we may assume the existence of a
prime divisor EF ⊂ ϕ¯−1(F ∩Z) which intersects F¯ properly and satisfies
aEF (X ,F,a) = aEF |F¯ (F,aOF) = c. (4)
Take the decomposition ϕ¯∗F = VF +HF , where VF consists of prime divisors in
ϕ¯−1(Z) and HF those not in ϕ¯−1(Z). By blowing up X¯ further, we may assume that
every divisor E¯ with E¯ ⊂ SuppVF , E¯ ∩SuppHF 6= /0 satisfies
ordE¯ VF > t
−1c. (5)
We take an integer l1 such that
l1 > ordE¯ VF , l1 > ordE¯ a (6)
for all divisors E¯ on X¯ with ϕ¯(E¯)⊂ Z. Note that
l1 > t−1c+1 (7)
unless F ⊂ Z.
The next lemma is a direct application of Theorem 1.4 with Remark 1.4.1 by (6).
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Lemma 2.1 For R-ideal sheaves g,b such that OX (−F) ∼l1 g, a ∼l1 b, we have
mldZ(X ,gb1+tJ˜ ′F rtD ′X tI t
′
Z ) = 0. Especially, if (F,a)∼l1 (G,b), then G is a transver-
sal divisor on (X ,b).
We can replace the condition F ∼l G with the stronger one F ≈l G defined by
OX (−F)≈l OX (−G).
Lemma 2.2 If F ∼l G with l ≥ l1, then F ≈l G.
Proof G is reduced by Lemma 2.1. By Lemma-Definition 1.2 and the definition of
F ∼l G, there exist decompositions 1=∑ j f jn j, G=∑ j f jH j with f j ∈R>0, n j ∈Z>0
and effective Cartier divisors H j such that OX (−n jF)≡m j OX (−H j) with m j ≥ l/ f j.
Note that OX (−F) ≈m j/n j OX (−Hi)1/n j and m j/n j ≥ l/ f jn j ≥ l. Hence all coeffi-
cients in n−1j H j are at most one by Lemma 2.1. Thus each component Gi of G has
ordGi H j ≤ n j, so 1=∑ j f j ordGi H j ≤∑ j f jn j = 1 and ordGi H j = n j, H j = n jG. Now
the lemma follows from OX (−n jF)≡m j OX (−n jG) and m j/n j ≥ l. q.e.d.
Now we may assume that Z is an irreducible proper subset of F, and is contained
in G also. Indeed, since F ≈1 G implies F ∩Z = G∩Z as sets, we may assume Z ⊂
F,G by replacing Z with F∩Z. If Z = F , then G≥ F and F ≈2 G meansOX (−nF) =
OX (−nF)(OX (−n(G−F))+OX (−nF)) for some n, so F = G, aOF = bOG and the
statement is trivial.
We write (F,a) ≈l (G,b) for the condition F ≈l G, a ∼l b. G is transversal if
(F,a)≈l1 (G,b) by Lemma 2.1. We then consider a log resolution G′→G embedded
into some log resolution ϕ : X ′→ X of (X ,F+G,abJ˜ ′GJ˜r,G) which factors through
X¯ . Set ϕ ′ : X ′→ X¯ . Let I denote the set of all ϕ-exceptional prime divisors E on X ′
intersecting G′, and IZ the subset of I consisting of all E with ϕ(E)⊂ Z. By blowing
up X ′ further, we may assume that G′ does not intersect the strict transform of the
divisorial part of the zero locus of b, and that for all E ∈ I
ϕ ′(E) = ϕ ′(E|G′). (8)
Then mldν−1(Z)(G
ν ,bOGν ) equals the minimum of aE(X ,G,b) = aE|G′ (G
ν ,bOGν )
over all E ∈ IZ , or −∞ if the minimum is negative.
Lemma 2.3 If (F,a)≈l1 (G,b), then for E ∈ IZ
(i) rt ordE J˜ ′F + t ordED ′X + t ordE b≤ aE|G′ (Gν ,bOGν ).
(ii) ordE F > t−1c and ordE G > t−1c.
Proof (i) This follows from Lemma 2.1.
(ii) If we write IZOX¯ = OX¯ (−VZ), then by (6) the divisor l1VZ−VF is effective
with support ϕ¯−1(Z). By F ≈l1 G we have the decomposition ϕ¯∗G = VF +HG in
which HG consists of divisors not in ϕ¯−1(Z), and moreover
OX¯ (−nVF)(OX¯ (−nHF)+OX¯ (−n(l1VZ−VF))
= OX¯ (−nVF)(OX¯ (−nHG)+OX¯ (−n(l1VZ−VF))
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for some n. Hence on the reduced divisor ϕ¯−1(Z),
nHF ∩ ϕ¯−1(Z) = nHG∩ ϕ¯−1(Z) (9)
scheme-theoretically, and its support contains ϕ ′(E) by (8). Thus there exists a prime
divisor E¯ on X¯ with ϕ ′(E) ⊂ E¯ ⊂ ϕ¯−1(Z) and E¯ ∩ SuppHF 6= /0. E¯ has ordE¯ G =
ordE¯ F > t
−1c by (5), so ordE F ≥ ordE¯ F > t−1c, ordE G≥ ordE¯ G > t−1c. q.e.d.
We obtain one inequality in Theorem 1.9 as in Remark 1.5.3.
Lemma 2.4 If (F,a)≈l1 (G,b), then mldZ(F,aOF)≥mldν−1(Z)(Gν ,bOGν ).
Proof We have the divisor EF ⊂ ϕ¯−1(Z) in (4). W := F¯ ∩ EF is contained in the
support of the locus (9), whence W ⊂ SuppHG∩EF . This implies W ⊂ G¯∩EF for the
strict transform G¯ of G by the s.n.c. property of F¯+EF +Supp(HG−G¯). Moreover by
(9), nW = nG¯|EF as divisors on EF at the generic point ηW of W . Hence W = G¯∩EF
scheme-theoretically at ηW , and its strict transform W ′ on G′ is defined. With (6) we
obtain
mldν−1(Z)(G
ν ,bOGν )≤ aW ′(Gν ,bOGν ) = aEF (X ,G,b) = aEF (X ,F,a) = c.
q.e.d.
We shall prove the other inequality mldν−1(Z)(G
ν ,bOGν ) ≥ c in Theorem 1.9 by
studying E ∈ IZ with aE|G′ (Gν ,bOGν )≤ c. We fix a prime divisor EZ on X¯ such that
ϕ¯(EZ) = Z. Then we can fix an integer l2 ≥ l1 such that
ϕ¯∗OX¯ (−l2EZ)⊂I l1Z , (10)
as in the proof of [10, Lemma 3]. Indeed, we apply Zariski’s subspace theorem [1,
(10.6)] to the natural map (OX ,Z ,mZ)→ (OX¯ ,EZ ,mEZ ) of local rings, where mZ ,mEZ
denote the maximal ideals ofOX ,Z ,OX¯ ,EZ . Then we have an integer l2 such thatOX ,Z∩
ml2EZ ⊂ m
l1
Z , which means the inclusion (10) at the generic point of Z. We repeat this
application to the specialisations of the map OX ,Z → OX¯ ,EZ , and finally obtain (10)
by Noetherian induction.
Lemma 2.5 If (F,a)≈l2 (G,b) and E ∈ IZ satisfies aE|G′ (Gν ,bOGν )≤ c, then
(i) ordE J˜ ′F = ordE J˜ ′G ≤ (rt)−1c.
(ii) ordE J˜r,F = ordE J˜r,G ≤ t−1c.
(iii) ordED ′X ≤ t−1c.
(iv) ordE a= ordE b≤ t−1c.
Proof (i) We use the explicit descriptions of J˜ ′F ,J˜ ′G in terms of Jacobian matrices.
Embed X into a smooth ambient space A with local coordinates x1, . . . ,xk and take
f ,g ∈ OA such that f |X ,g|X define F,G. By F ≈l2 G, f nOX +I nl2Z = gnOX +I nl2Z
for some n. Note that f n|X 6∈I nl2Z by ordEZ f |X < l1 from (6). If we choose u,v ∈OA
so that f n− ugn|X ,gn− v f n|X ∈ I nl2Z , then (1− uv) f n|X ∈ I nl2Z so uv should be a
unit. We take an etale cover X˜ → X by adding a function y with yn = u to produce
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the factorisation f n− ugn =∏i( f − µ iyg) with a primitive n-th root µ of unity, and
discuss on the germ U˜ at some closed point of X˜ . Set the prime divisor E˜Z :=EZ×X U˜
on ϕ˜ : X¯ ×X U˜ → U˜ . Since ∏i( f − µ iyg)|U˜ ∈ ϕ˜∗OX¯×XU˜ (−nl2E˜Z), with (10) there
exists i such that
f −µ iyg|U˜ ∈ ϕ˜∗OX¯×XU˜ (−l2E˜Z) = ϕ¯∗OX¯ (−l2EZ)⊗OX OU˜ ⊂I
l1
Z OU˜ .
F ×X U˜ ,G×X U˜ are given by f |U˜ ,µ iyg|U˜ . By the description of J˜ ′FOU˜ ,J˜ ′GOU˜ in
terms of Jacobian matrices, we have
J˜ ′FOU˜ +C = J˜
′
GOU˜ +C




FOU˜ = ordE J˜
′
F ≤ (rt)−1c < l1−1,
ordE˜ J˜
′




(ii) Lemma 2.3 implies ordE J˜ ′F r ≤ t−1c< ordE F,ordE G. Thus (ii) follows from
(i) and (3) for F,G.
(iii) This follows from Lemma 2.3(i).
(iv) This follows from Lemma 2.3(i), (7) and Remark 1.3.3. q.e.d.
We shall apply the theory of motivic integration due to Kontsevich in [16] and
Denef and Loeser in [6] to transversal divisors. We fix notation following [11, Section
3]. For a scheme X of finite type of dimension d, we let JnX denote its jet scheme of
order n, J∞X its arc space, and set piXn : J∞X → JnX and piXnm : JmX → JnX for m≥ n.
One has the motivic measure µX : BX → M̂ from the family BX of measurable
subsets of J∞X to an extension M̂ of the Grothendieck ring. BX is an extension of
the family of stable subsets. A subset S of J∞X is said to be stable at level n if piXn (S)
is constructible, S = (piXn )−1(piXn (S)), and piXm+1(S)→ piXm (S) is piecewise trivial with
fibres Ad for m≥ n. Such a set S has measure
µX (S) = [piXn (S)]L−(n+1)d
with L= [A1].
For a morphism ϕ : X → Y , we write ϕn : JnX → JnY , ϕ∞ : J∞X → J∞Y for the
induced morphisms. For a closed subset Z, we let JnX |Z ,J∞X |Z denote the inverse
images of Z by JnX ,J∞X → X . Finally for an R-ideal sheaf a, the order orda γ along
a is defined for γ ∈ J∞X . It makes sense to say ordI γn = m for γn ∈ JnX and an ideal
sheaf I as long as m≤ n.
Back to the theorem, we fix an expression
a= ar11 · · ·arkk .
We fix an integer c1 such that
c1 ≥ t−1c, c1 ≥ (rit)−1c (11)
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We take an integer l3 ≥ l2 such that
l3 > c2. (13)
From now on we fix an arbitrary E ∈ IZ for (G,b)≈l3 (F,a) such that
aE|G′ (G
ν ,bOGν )≤ c, (14)
and will derive the opposite inequality aE|G′ (G
ν ,bOGν ) ≥ c. To avoid confusion we
set ψ := ϕ|G′ : G′ → G. By blowing up X ′ further, we may assume that E ′|G′ is ψ-
exceptional for all E ′ ∈ I \ {E} with E|G′ ∩E ′|G′ 6= /0. Take the subset T ′ of J∞G′
which consists of all arcs γ such that
ordE ′|G′ γ =
{
1 if E ′ = E,
0 if E ′ ∈ I \{E}, E ′|G′ ∩E|G′ 6= /0.
T ′ is stable at level one. Set T := ψ∞(T ′) ⊂ J∞G, T ′n := piG
′
n (T
′) ⊂ JnG′ and Tn :=















piGn // // Tn ⊂ JnG.
One can regard JnF,JnG⊂ JnX . Then F ≈l3 G implies Jc2F |Z = Jc2G|Z by (13). Hence
by (12)
Tc1 ⊂ piGc1c2(Jc2G|Z) = piFc1c2(Jc2F |Z) = piFc1(J∞F |Z).
Thus if we set
S := (piFc1)
−1(Tc1)⊂ J∞F
and Sn := piFn (S)⊂ JnF , then Sc1 = Tc1 as
J∞F ⊃ S
piFn // // Sn
piFc1n // // Sc1 = Tc1 . (15)
We translate Lemma 2.5 into the language of arcs.
Lemma 2.6 (i) On S and T , ordJ˜ ′F = ordJ˜ ′G and takes constant value ordE J˜
′
F =
ordE J˜ ′G ≤ c1.
(ii) On S and T , ordJ˜r,F = ordJ˜r,G and takes constant value ordE J˜r,F = ordE J˜r,G≤
c1.
(iii) On S and T , ordD ′X takes constant value ordED
′
X ≤ c1.
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(iv) On T , orda = ordb and takes constant value ordE a = ordE b ≤ c1. On S, orda
takes constant value ordE a= ordE b.
Proof It is clear by Lemma 2.5, (11) and the construction of T ′. Note that ordE ai ≤
r−1i ordE a≤ c1. q.e.d.
Let Jψ be the image of the natural map ψ∗Ω d−1G ⊗ω−1G′ → OG′ . By definition
we obtain the equality







HenceJψ is resolved on G′, and on T ′ the order alongJψ takes constant value
e := ordE|G′Jψ = r
−1 ordE J˜r,G+aE|G′ (G
ν)−1.
We use the following form of [6, Lemma 4.1] to estimate µF(S).
Proposition 2.7 Let X be a reduced scheme of pure dimension, and LXn the locus of
J∞X on which the orders along the Jacobian ideal sheafJ ′X and the l.c.i. defect ideal
sheaf D ′X are at most n. Then LXn is stable at level n.
Proof For a l.c.i. scheme, the proposition follows from the proof of [6, Lemma 4.1]
directly. Note that the l.c.i. defect ideal sheaf of a l.c.i. scheme is trivial.
For general X , we fix a jet γn ∈ piXn (LXn ). By the definitions of J ′X ,D ′X , one can
embed X into a l.c.i. scheme Y = X ∪CY as in (1) so that on a neighbourhood Uγn of
γn in JnY , ordJ ′Y ≤ ordJ ′X (γn) and ordCX/Y ≤ ordD ′X (γn) for the JacobianJ ′Y and the
conductor CX/Y . Then (piXn )−1(Uγn)⊂ LXn and (piYn )−1(Uγn)⊂ LYn . By CX/YIX/Y = 0
for the ideal sheaf IX/Y of X on Y , we have J∞Y \ (ordCX/Y )−1(∞) ⊂ J∞X . Hence
(piXn )−1(Uγn) = (piYn )−1(Uγn), and the statement is reduced to that of the l.c.i. scheme
Y . q.e.d.
Lemma 2.8 µF(S) = µG(T ) = µG′(T ′)L−e.
Proof We apply Proposition 2.7 to S ⊂ LFc1 , T ⊂ LGc1 by Lemma 2.6(i), (iii) and (2),
to obtain their stabilities at level c1 and by Sc1 = Tc1 in (15)
µF(S) = µG(T ).
By applying [6, Lemma 3.4] for T ⊂L (c1)(G) := J∞G\(piGc1)−1(Jc1Gsing), where
Gsing is the singular locus of G, we have n ≥ c1,e,1 such that ordJψ takes constant
value e on ψ−1n (Tn), and that ψ−1n (Tn)→ Tn is piecewise trivial with fibres Ae. If the
equality T ′n = ψ−1n (Tn) holds, then
µG(T ) = [Tn]L−(n+1)(d−1) = [T ′n ]L−(n+1)(d−1)−e = µG′(T ′)L−e.
Thus it suffices to prove ψ−1n (Tn)⊂ T ′n .
Take a variety Un dense in Tn such that ψ−1n (Un) is irreducible. The closure Cn of
ψ−1n (Un) in JnG′ contains the closure JnG′|E|G′ of T ′n , which is a prime divisor. Thus
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Cn = JnG′|E|G′ by the irreducibility of Cn, so the image of the restricted morphism
χn : JnG′|E|G′ → JnG contains Tn. Its fibre χ−1n (t) at t ∈ Tn has dimension at least e
and is contained in ψ−1n (t) ' Ae. Hence χ−1n (t) = ψ−1n (t) as χ−1n (t) is closed. This
means ψ−1n (Tn)⊂ JnG′|E|G′ .
Consider on ψ−1n (Tn) the constant function
e = ordJψ = ∑
E ′∈I
(ordE ′|G′Jψ) ·ordE ′|G′ .
Note that
ordE|G′Jψ = e, ordE ′|G′Jψ > 0 for E
′ ∈ I \{E}, E ′|G′ ∩E|G′ 6= /0,
because such E ′|G′ isψ-exceptional andJψ vanishes on the support ofΩG′/G. More-
over ordE|G′ is positive onψ
−1
n (Tn)⊂ JnG′|E|G′ . Henceψ−1n (Tn)⊂ T ′n by the definition
of T ′. q.e.d.
Remark 2.8.1 We need only the inequality dimµF(S)≥ dimµG′(T ′)L−e for the proof
of Theorem 1.9.
We shall complete the proof by using the description below of c = mldZ(F,aOF)





r−1 ordJ˜r,F +ordadµF . (16)
We explain the above formula briefly. The space J∞F |Z is realised, up to a sub-
set of measure zero, as a countable disjoint union of stable subsets Bi on which
r−1 ordJ˜r,F +orda takes constant value bi. Then the motivic integration in (16) is
by definition ∑i µF(Bi)Lbi in the complete ring M̂ , and its dimension is the max-
imum of dimµF(Bi)Lbi as the convergence of the summation is known. Note that
dimµF(Bi)Lbi = dim[piFni(Bi)]L
−(ni+1)(d−1)+bi = dimpiFni(Bi)− (ni + 1)(d − 1) + bi
when Bi is stable at level ni.
Lemma 2.9 If (F,a)≈l3 (G,b), then mldZ(F,aOF)≤mldν−1(Z)(Gν ,bOGν ).
Proof We have fixed an arbitrary E ∈ IZ which satisfies (14). By Lemma 2.6(ii), (iv),




r−1 ordJ˜r,F +ordadµF = µF(S)Lr
−1 ordE J˜r,G+ordE b
= µG′(T ′)Lr











=−1+ r−1 ordE J˜r,G+ordE b− e
=−aE|G′ (Gν)+ordE b
=−aE|G′ (Gν ,bOGν ).
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Hence aE|G′ (G
ν ,bOGν )≥ c by (16), which proves the lemma. q.e.d.
Theorem 1.9 is therefore proved.
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